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ABSTRACT
We consider a special class of non-Archimedean Banach spaces, called Hilbertian, for which every
one-dimensional linear subspace has an orthogonal complement. We prove that all immediate extensions
of Co, contained in 100 , are Hilbertian. In this way we construct examples of Hilbertian spaces over a
non-spherically complete valued field without an orthogonal base.
I. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper K denotes a non-Archimedean, densely valued field which
is complete with respect to the metric induced by the non-trivial valuation I. I: K ~
[0,00), and E denotes a non-Archimedean normed space over K; we say that E is
non-Archimedean if the norm defined on E satisfies the strong triangle inequality:
IIx + yll :::;; max{lIxll, lIylll for all x, y E E. By IK*I we mean the value group
{I)"I: A E K, A# OJ.
The set {Xi liEf of nonzero elements of E, where I is an index set, is called
orthogonal if II LjEf AjXj II = maxjEf {IIA jX j II} for all finite J c I and all {A j} jEf C
K. Additionally, if [{XdiEf] = E, we say that {XdiEf is an orthogonal base of E; in
this case for every x E E there is a unique (Ai)iEf E K f such that x = LiEf AiXi.
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Now, let D, G be linear subspaces of E. D is called orthogonal to G if IIx + yll =
maxl llx]', IIYII} for all XED and y E G. In this case we write D..l G. For x E E \ D,
we say that x is orthogonal to D if [x] ..1 D. If in addition D + G = E, we say
that G is an orthogonal complement of D or D is orthocomplemented in E. E is
called an immediate extension of D if there is no nonzero element in E that is
orthogonal to D. We define dist(x, D) = infdED IIx - dll and we say that dist(x, D)
is not attained if dist(x, D) < IIx - d II for all d ED.
Recall that B(x, r) := {y E E: IIx - yll ~ r} (r > 0, x E E) is called a closed ball
and that a sequence (B(xn, rn))nEN is called centered if B(xn+! , rn+!) C B(xn, rn)
for all n EN. K is spherically complete if every centered sequence of closed balls
in K has a non-empty intersection. We say that E is ofcountable type if E contains
a linearly dense countable set.
In the classical functional analysis (i.e. where the scalar field is R or C) Hilbert
spaces play an especially important role. Unfortunately, their non-Archimedean
infinite-dimensional counterparts do not exist, i.e. there is no infinite-dimensional
Banach space with an inner product for which every closed linear subspace has
an orthogonal complement (Corollary 4.4.6 of [3]). Infinite-dimensional non-
Archimedean Banach spaces for which every closed subspace has an orthogonal
complement exist (but without any defined inner product) only if K is discretely
valued, i.e. IK* I is a discrete subset of (0,00) (Theorem 5.13, Theorem 5.16 of [8]).
Quite naturally, one looks for a class of Banach spaces with a weaker property. If
for example we require that in every member of such class every finite-dimensional
(or one-dimensional) linear subspace has an orthogonal complement we see that a
large group of such objects exists.
We say that E is Hilbertian if every one-dimensional linear subspace of E has
an orthogonal complement in E. If K is spherically complete, all normed spaces
over K are Hilbertian (Lemma 4.35 of [8]). For non-spherically complete K, all
examples of Hilbertian spaces known so far had orthogonal bases.
Hilbertian spaces were considered by several authors, see for instance [5], [7],
Chapter 4 and 5 of[8], Chapter 2.3 of [4] (where normed spaces over a Krull valued
field are studied). The following question was formulated in Remark 3.6 of [5] and
Proposition 2.3.2 of [4].
Problem 1.1. Does there exist a Hilbertian space over a non-spherically com-
plete K without an orthogonal base?
The purpose of this paper is to show that this problem has an affirmative answer.
First, we study immediate extensions of normed spaces, using their properties for
the characterization of Hilbertian spaces (Theorem 3.5). We analyze immediate
extensions of Co in greater detail. It turns out that all immediate extensions of Co
contained in Zoo are Hilbertian (Corollary 3.8). Demonstrating that a maximal
immediate extension of Co contained in Zoo has no orthogonal base (Theorem 3.6),
we get an answer to the question formulated in Problem 1.1.
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Remark 1.2. It is worthwhile to note that non-classical Hilbert spaces (i.e. nonned
linear spaces, where norms are defined as maps with values in G-module; G is a
linearly ordered group) over non-Archimedean valued fields of infinite rank exist.
Recently they have been deeply and successfully studied, mainly by H. Ochsenius
and W Schikhof (see for instance [2], [3] and [4]).
For more background on nonned spaces over valued fields and more details we
refer the reader to [8].
2. IMMEDIATE EXTENSIONS
We start this section with some simple observations.
Proposition 2.1. Let G, F be closed linear subspaces ofE such that G c F.
1. IfE is an immediate extension ofF and F is an immediate extension ofG then
E is an immediate extension ofG,
2. IfE is an immediate extension ofG then E is an immediate extension of F.
Proof.
1. Suppose the conclusion is not true, there is Xo E E orthogonal to G. By
assumption Xo E E \ F and we can choose Y E F \ G which satisfies Ilxo II =
IIYII > II xo - ylI· Similarly, we can select Z E G that IIYII = IIzll > lIy - zll. But,
then
IIxo - z] = II xo - Y + Y - z] ~ max{lIxo - yl!. lIy - zll} < II xoll = IIzl!.
a contradiction with Xo 1..G.
2. Assume that there is Xo E E, orthogonal to F; then Xo 1.. G, since G C F,
a contradiction. 0
Proposition 2.2. Let (XdiEI be an orthogonal set in E. Ifdisttz, [(XdiEI]) < IIzll
for every z E E \ [(XdiEI], then (Xi )iEI is a maximal orthogonal set in E. If (Xi)iEI
is maximal in E, then E is an immediate extension 0f[(xi)iEI].
Proof. Straightforward. 0
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a linear subspace of E. Then E is an immediate
extension ofD ifand only ifdist(x, D) is not attainedfor every x E E \ D.
Proof. Assume that there exists Xo E E \ D such that IIxo + do II = disttx, D) for
some do E D. Then, IIxo + doll ~ lI(xo + do) +dll for all d ED; this means that Xo +
do is orthogonal to D, a contradiction. Conversely, if dist(x, D) is not attained for
every x E E \ D, then there is no nonzero element of E that is orthogonal to D. 0
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Proposition 2.4. Let D be a closed hyperplane (i.e. a linear subspace of E with
dim(Ej D) = 1) in E. Thefollowing conditions are equivalent:
• there exists Xo E E \ D such that dist(xo, D) is not attained;
• dist(x, D) is not attainedfor all x E E \ D;
• there is no element x E E \ D orthogonal to D.
Proof. Straightforward. 0
Proposition 2.5. Let D be a linear closed subspace of E and (X")"EN C D be a
sequence such that (B(xn, IIx" - x,,+III))nEN forms a centered sequence of closed
balls in E. Let V := nnEN B(xn, Ilxn - xn+lll). If V n D = 0, then D + [x] is an
immediate extension ofD for every x E V.
Proof. Assume the contrary and suppose that there exists Xo E V such that D + [xo]
is not an immediate extension of D. Then, by Proposition 2.3, we can choose do E D
such that disttxn, D) = Ilxo - doll. But then Ilxo - xnll ~ Ilxo - doll for all n EN;
hence, do E V, a contradiction. 0
We now develop immediate extensions of co. Using Proposition 2.5 we can
construct a simple example.
Example 2.6. Choose a sequence (an)~l C K such that
lall>"·>lanl>lan+II> .. ·>I, nEN.
Let a:= (al,az,a3, ...), Xn := (al,az, ... ,an,O, ...) (n E N) be elements of 100 •
We can easily observe that (B(xn, lan+1 /))nEN forms a centered sequence of closed
balls and a E B(xn , lan+ll) for all n EN. Applying Proposition 2.5, we deduce that
Co + [a], a closed linear subspace of 100 , is an immediate extension of Co. We can
easily calculate that distta, co) = limn->oo lIa - Xn II and prove that (Yn)nEN, where
Yn = (0, ... ,0, an, an+I, ...) (n EN), is an orthogonal base of Co + [a].
Remark 2.7. It follows from Example 2.6 that [00 possesses closed linear sub-
spaces, which are immediate extensions of co. Note that by Zorn's lemma, among
all immediate extensions of Co contained in 100 there exists a maximal immediate
extension, clearly not unique.
Proposition 2.8. Let Eo be an immediate extension of Co contained in [00. Let
x = (XI, xz, ... ) E [00 and let mEN. Denote
Mm(x):= {n EN: n > m and Ixnl = sup IXk l}.
k s-m
Ifx E Eo, then Mm(x) is nonempty andfinite for all mEN; additionally ifx rt. Co,
defining Yn = 2::7=1 xiei, we get dist(x, co) = limn->oo IIx - Yn II·
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Proof. Take x = (XI, X2, ...) E Eo. First, suppose that Mmo(x) is empty for some
mo EN. Let z = x - L:r~l xiei. Obviously, z EEo. Then, [z] > Ixnl for all n > mo
and we can choose a subsequence (xnkhEN of (Xn)nEN with IXnk+1 I > IXnkI for every
kEN such that IIzll = limk--->oo IXnk I. Thus, in a natural way we obtain
distir, co) = lim IXnk Ik-s co
and conclude that z is orthogonal to co, a contradiction.
Next, suppose that there exists mo such that Mmo(x) is infinite. Taking z =
x - L:r~1 x.ei; an element of Eo, we note that IIzll = IXil if j E Mmo' Hence,
disttr; co) = Ilzll, which contradicts with z E Eo.
Let x E Eo \ co. Then, there exists r > 0 and an infinite subsequence (xnkhEN of
(Xn)nEN with IXnk I > r for all kEN. Defining
ro := sup{r > 0: there exists an infinite subsequence
(xnkhEN with IXnkI > r},
we see that for every e > 0 the set {n EN: IXnI > ro + s} is finite and dist(x , co) :(
ro + c. On the other hand, taking Yn = L:7=1 x.e., we get limn--->oo IIx - Yn II = ro and
finish the proof. 0
Remark 2.9. Observe that if Eo is a maximal immediate extension of Co contained
in loo, then there exists x E loo such that M m(x) is nonempty and finite for all mEN,
but such that x rt Eo. Indeed, take Y = (YI, Y2, ) E Eo \ Co and take nonzero A E K
with IAI < dist(y, co). Defining x = (XI, X2, ), where Xn = Yn + A (n E N) we see
that Mm(x) = Mm(y) for all mEN. On the other hand, Y - x = (A,A, ... ) and by
Proposition 2.8 we have Y - x rt Eo; thus, x rt Eo. We can easily verify that Co + [x]
is an immediate extension of Co and conclude that a maximal immediate extension
of Co which contains Co + [x] is not equal to Eo.
Proposition 2.10. Let Eo C loo be a maximal immediate extension of Co and let
(Pn)nEN be a strictly decreasing sequence of reals for which infnEN Pn > 0 and
{Pn: n E N} C IK*I. Then, there exists x = (XI,X2, . . .) E Eo such that Ixnl = Pnfor
all n EN.
Proof. Take x = (x I, X2, ...) E loo, where IXn I = Pn for all n EN, and assume that
x rt Eo. By maximality of Eo, Eo + [x] is not an immediate extension of co. It
follows from Proposition 2.1 that Eo + [x] is not an immediate extension of Eo.
Thus, by Proposition 2.3, there is Y E Eo (y = (Yl, Y2, ...)) such that dist(x, Eo) =
IIx - ylI· Clearly, dist(x, Eo) :( dist(x, co); thus, IIx - yll :( infnEN Pn. But IIx -
Y II = sUPnEN IXn - YnI; hence, IYnI = IXn I = Pn for all n EN. This shows that Y,
an element of Eo, satisfies the required conditions. 0
3. HILBERTIAN SPACES
If K is spherically complete, every normed space over K is Hilbertian; therefore,
from now on in this paper K will be non-spherically complete.
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At the beginning of this section we recall some known and new properties of
Hilbertian spaces. Next, we prove the main result (Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8),
where we demonstrate that all immediate extensions ofCo which are contained in loo
are Hilbertian.
Proposition 3.1. Every linear subspace ofHilbertian space is Hilbertian.
Proof. See Theorem 3.1 of[5]. 0
Proposition 3.2. IfE is Hilbertian then everyfinite-dimensional linear subspace of
E has an orthogonal complement in E. IfD is a finite-dimensional linear subspace
ofE then E / D is Hilbertian.
Proof. See Theorem 1.4 of [5]. 0
Proposition 3.3. Every normed space that has an orthogonal base is Hilbertian. If
E is ofcountable type, then E is Hilbertian ifand only ifE has an orthogonal base.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.5 of [5]. 0
Proposition 3.4. If{Ei }iEI is a family ofHilbertian spaces then
1. EBiEI e, is Hilbertian;
2. OiEI s, is Hilbertian if I isfinite.
Proof. See Theorem 3.1 of [5]. 0
The following conditions, formulated in the next theorem, for normed spaces to
be Hilbertian will be useful in the rest of the paper.
Theorem 3.5. E is Hilbertian ifand only iffor every nonzero x E E there exists
a set {WiliEI C E such that {x} U {WiliEI is a maximal orthogonal set in E and
E = [xl + D, where D is an immediate extension of[{wiliE/].
Proof. (:=}) Suppose that E is Hilbertian. Let x E E (x # 0) and let D be an
orthogonal complement of [x] in E. Take {W;}iE/, a maximal orthogonal set in D.
Obviously, {x} U {W;}iEI is orthogonal. We prove that {x} U {WiliEI is a maximal
orthogonal set in E. Let z E E \ [{x} U {W;}iE/]; then, z = Ax + d for some A E K
and d ED. Since, by Proposition 2.2, D is an immediate extension of [{W;}iEll, we
can select W E [{W;}iE/] which satisfies lid- wil < IIdll. Next, we obtain
liz - (Ax + w)1I = lid- wil < IIdll ~ IIAx + dll = IIzll;
hence, disttz; [{x} U {W;}iE/D < IIzll and by Proposition 2.2 {x} U {W;}iEI is a
maximal orthogonal set in E.
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({=) Assume the contrary and suppose that E is not Hilbertian. Then, there exists
x E E (x #- 0) such that [x] has no orthogonal complement in E. By assumption,
there exists {w diE I, an orthogonal set in E such that {x} U {w diE I is a maximal
orthogonal set in E and E = [xl + D, where D is an immediate extension of
[{wdiEIl. Since, by assumption, D is not an orthogonal complement of [xl in E,
we can find dE D with IIxll = IIdll and IIx +dll < IIxli. Since x ..1 [{WdiEI], we have
d e D \ [{WdiEI). But then there is WE [{WdiEIl satisfying IIw - dll < IIdll; thus,
we get
IIx + wll = IIx +d -d + wll ~ max{lIx+dll, IIw -dll} < IIxll = lidII ,
a contradiction with x ..1 [{ Wdi E! ). 0
Theorem 3.6. Let Eo be a maximal immediate extension of Co contained in 100 •
Then
1. Eo is Hilbertian;
2. Eo is not ofcountable type;
3. Eo has no orthogonal base.
Proof. First, we prove that Eo is Hilbertian. Take a nonzero a = (aI, aa, ...) E Eo.
By Proposition 2.8, there exists a nonempty and finite M a C N with lIall = lail
if i EM a and lIall > lajl if j E N \ M a . Take io E M a . Let Xo = {el,"" eio-l,
eio+l, ... } and let Do be a maximal immediate extension of [Xol in Eo. We see that
{a} U Xo is an orthogonal set. We prove that it is a maximal orthogonal set in Eo, i.e.
there is no element in Eo orthogonal to [{a} U Xol. Indeed, taking b = (bl, bi, ...) E
Eo \ [{a} U Xol and applying Proposition 2.8 again, we can select a finite subset
Mb C N such that IIbll = Ibi I for every i EMb and IIbll > Ibi I for all i EN \ Mb.
Assume that io ¢ Mb and define z:= LiEMb b.e.; then z E [Xol. Next, we obtain
lib -zll = lib -.L bieill
IEMb
= max Ibil < IIbll·
iEN\Mb
If io E Mb, defining a' E [{a} U Xol by
a' :=a - L aie;
iEMa\liol
and z E [{a} U Xol by
L bio,z= b.e, +-a,a'iEMb\liol '0
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we calculate
lib - zll = lib - L bie, - bioa + biO L aie; II
iEMb\!iol aio a,o iEMa\!iol
= /I (b - L b.e, - bioeio)+ :iO(aiOeiO- a + L aie i) II
iEMb\!iO} '0 iEMa\!iol
::;;max{ max Ib;l, max {lail.jbiO!}} <lIbll,
iEN\Mb iEN\Ma aio
since
Ibiol=lIbll> max Ib;l and laiol> max lail.
iEN\Mb iEN\Ma
Hence, we conclude that b is not orthogonal to [{a} U Xo].
Now, we prove that Do is an orthogonal complement of [a] in Eo. Let b =
tb«, b2, ... ) E Eo. If bio = 0, then, applying Proposition 2.8, we deduce that b « Do.
Assuming that bio i= 0, we can write b = bio a + d, where d = b - biO a. Since dio =
a,o a,o
b
bio - --!SL aio = 0, we conclude analogously that d E Do and finally Eo = [a] + Do;a,o
hence, by Theorem 3.5, Do is an orthogonal complement of [a] and Eo is Hilbertian.
Next, we prove that Eo is not of countable type. Assuming that IK*I is countable,
we can choose an uncountable S C (1,2), such that ;rr(r) i= ;rr(s) for r i= s (r, s E S),
where it : R+ ---+ R+/IK*I is the natural map (elements of S are in different cosets
of IK*I). Using Proposition 2.10, for every rES we construct x' = (x~,xl' ...) E
Eo such that Ix~ I ::;; 2, (Ix~DnEN is a strictly decreasing sequence of reals and
lim,,-.oo Ix;'I = r. We verify that [x": rES} is an !-orthogonal set. Take a finite
subset PeS and nonzero Ar E K (r E P). Then, by assumption, we can find ro E P
such that
IArol·ro> max {IArl·r}.
rEP,r#ro
But then, there exists no E N for which IAroX:oI > IArX;' I for each rEP, r i= ro and
all n > no. Taking m > no, we have
IILArXrl1 ~ ILArx~1 = IAroX:;? I > IArol·ro > ~IIAroXrOII.
rEP rEP
If IK* I is not countable, for every r E (1,2) n IK* I we select x r = (x~, Xl' ...) E Eo,
assuming that
Ix~l=r, IX~_ll>lx~l,
n-$ > Ix~ I ~ ~ for n = 2, 3, ....
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Take a finite subset P C (1, 2) n 1K *I.Then, if
IILArxrll < ~a;IIArxrll
rEP
for some Ar E K (r E P) we can choose Po C P such that IIAqxq II = maxrEP IIA rx r II
for all q E Po; hence,
for all q E Po. But we can find n E N for which IAqx% 1 i= IArX~ 1 if q i= r (q, r E Po);
thus,
and we finally conclude that [x": r E (1,2) n IK*ll is an uncountable ~-orthogonal
set in Eo; hence, Eo is not of countable type.
Since Eo is an immediate extension of co, by Theorem 5.4 of [8], every maximal
orthogonal set in Eo is countable. But Eo is not of countable type, thus, by
Proposition 3.3, Eo has no orthogonal base. 0
Remark 3.7. It is also worth mentioning that orthocomplemented finite-dimen-
sional linear subspaces of 100 over a non-spherically complete K were studied in
[I] and [6]. For D, a finite-dimensional linear subspace of [00, it was proved that
D is orthocomplemented in 100 if and only if D is strict (i.e. for every x E 100 \ D,
D is orthocomplemented in [x] + D) (see Theorem 6 of [I]) and if and only if for
every x = (Xn)nEN E D, maXnEN Ixnl exists (see Theorem 3.3 of [6]).
Corollary 3.8. Every immediate extension ofCo contained in 100 is Hi/bertian.
Proof. Let E be an immediate extension of Co contained in 100 • Then, there ex-
ists Eo, a maximal immediate extension of co, which is Hilbertian by Theorem 3.6,
and such that E C Eo. From Proposition 3.1 we conclude that E is Hilbertian. 0
Corollary 3.9. Every immediate extension of Co contained in 100 which is of
countable type has an orthogonal base.
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.3. 0
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